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Q: Why I have to use.get() and.set() methods to access json data in jest? I am trying to test an external API with jest. All works fine but I have to use.get and.set methods to access the data. How can I access the data without them? Thanks in advance for any
hints. Here is my code import { DEFAULT_STATUS } from './mock'; const User = async () => { const data = await fetch(''); const json = await data.json(); const status = json.statuses[0]; setStatus(status); console.log(getStatus()); };

expect(getStatus()).toBe(DEFAULT_STATUS); User(); User.setStatus = jest.fn(); expect(User.getStatus).toBe(DEFAULT_STATUS); User(); A: Get and Set accessors are used to access properties on the object which are not exposed via a method. In your example,
you are accessing the statuses property which is an object which contains the value that you want to make accessible. This is a part of an object, and not of the object returned by the fetch. If you try to access that object like a regular variable, then you get the

value from statuses[0] and that is what is returned. In the below example, I iterate over all the properties of that object. And get the value returned from statuses[0]. const json = await data.json(); const user = {...json }; user.statuses.forEach(item => {
console.log(item); }); But, if you want to access the state of the item which is returned by the fetch, then you will have to access the properties of that object through the set and get methods. const json = await data.json(); const user = {...json }; user.statuses

= []; setStatus(DEFAULT_STATUS); const status = user.statuses[0]; expect(status).toBe(DEFAULT_STATUS
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